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West Bar Review closes
by Sol Sandberg, News Writer

were automatically signed up for a har
review course for less than• $1,000. If
"reps" signed up seven or eight students
Students returning from their sum
hey were offered a complete course free
mer vacation will have one kss choice
of
charge.
when it_comes to choosing a har review
In the pa<;t academic year, a plethora
course. This summer West Publishing
of
students
took advantage of earning a
Group announced in a letter to its repre
free
course
hy
becoming representatives.
sentatives and students that it will no
longer offer "live session" courses. So -. Some students who were ahle to earn a
free har course with West used their
what does this mean exactly?
savings to pay for a review course spe
In a second letter to its representa- 1
cifically tailored to the multistate por
tives, dated September 26, the West
tion of the Bar. Others merely delighted
Group, admitted that it was closing its
in the fact that they would not need to
har review.
work longer hours or take out additional
According to Harvard Law Record,
loans to pay the $1800 it can cost to
"The announcement follows last year's
prepare for the Bar.
$3.425 billion purchase of West hy Th
This summer, West student repre
..ompson Corp; a Canadian publisher of
sentatives
and enrollees received their
newspapers and l_egal and professional
first notice that the har review course
··puhlieations."
·
they had planned, budgeted, and.worked
West Bar Review began offering
frir ~ould not he available as was origihar exam preparatilm courses in 1995.
. nally offered.·
West's courses gained increa-;ed popu
In the first undated letter, West Bar
larity in the last two years hy offering har
Review stated, "After careful consider
review courses of high quality, taught hy ·
ation,- it ha.'i heen determined that the
nationally ren_o wned Jaw professors at
West Bar Review format of "live ses
substantially discounted prices, amount
sion" courses does not fit with West
ing to hundred-; of dollars less than the
Groups 's long term technological or stra
course qffered hy one of its main com
tegic goals."
petitors BarBri.
·
The letter further stated, "Conse
During the past two years, West Bar ...
quently, the decision has heen made to
Review, in the Western New York area
discontinue offering classroom-based
under the leadership of Raymond Welch,
course for upcoming exams." No other
a VB law alumni, became known for the
explanation
for the abrupt change was
strong effort it invested in attempting to
made.
effectively compete i_n the har review
Students who had signed up and
course market.
Law students were
paid
a deposit for the West Bar Review
offered, with no obligation or commit
course were offered the option of receiv
ment, large numbers of review hooks for
ing a complete refund of their deposit or
subjects commonly on taught in class
using their deposit towards an individual
rooms and the Bar. In addition, law
study course. According to the letter the
students who became "reps" with West

individual study course would he of
fered to current West Bar Review en
rollees, "and only during a transition
period." It would include written mate
rials and audio cassette lectures for the
Multistate Bar Exam and local har ex
ams, WestWare,interactivepracticetest
ing software, the WestWeek program,
and access to reference attorneys.
West Bar Review representatives
were offered the same package free of
charge.
Because alternative har review
courses like BarBri offer students
cheaper rates if they sign up in their first
and second years, students who plan to
decline West's offer because of .con
cerns about the quality of the individual
study course face significantly higher
prices in paying for their review course
than most students who took advantage
of the offer in their first or second year.
Students who declined to sign up with .
any bar review course in their first and
second years on the assumption that
they would take advantage of West's
competitive prices in their third year
- also face this predicament. The letter is
unclear as to whether students who did
not have a previous association with
West Bar Review may enroll in the
individual study course.
.
For its part, BarBri has sought to
enroll students who signed up or had
planned to sign with West. In the past
few years, Bar Bri has stres,s ed the expe
rience and higher quality of its organiza
tion, and is currently sharpening its
marketing efforts utilizing new tech
niques. In an e-mail message sent to
hundreds of students in the law school,
Jeremy Best, the head representative of

Vandalism Prompts Concern;
Stricter Speach Code at UB?
S.A. Cole, News Editor
Last week, UB students were dis
mayed hy the appearance, and delayed
removal, of grafitti that used harsh lan
guage and transmitted a racial slur. The
grafitti, which was on the first floor of
the Knox building, was room moved
four days after a detailed complaint about
its content and location had heen called
in to Public Safety.
To explain the dditerious removal,
hoth Puhlic Safety and the VB Custodial
staff have heen queried, and hoth have
offered reasons ranging from inability
to locate the grafitti, to the need for
special cleaners and paints to obliterate
the offending message. Many students,
however, do not find this explaination
sufficient.
Several articles in the UB Spec-

trum have expressed UB's need to "be
more aware" oi;. racial tension, and "he
less tolerant" of threatening messages
and mindsets.
The Administration has responded
hy initiating discussions regarding
harsher punishments for "hate speech."
Others have pointed out that VB could
simply tighten up its vandalism policies.
Discussions regarding this subject will
he taking place this month and heyond.

October is National
Domestic Violence
Awareness Month.
This week's Opinion
is a special issue on
that subject. The
Opinion would like to
thank Professor Sue
Man gold, Professor
Sue Tomkins and the
Domestic Violence
Task Force for their
contributions, ideas
and support.

BarBri for the third year class informed
hoth new and returning students of
BarBri 's tahle hours on the first floor of
O'Brian Hall. He stated, "The West Bar
Review is officially defunct ... ..The news
ahout West Bar Review is not a joke, call
them and ask for your self, if their num
ber is still connected."
Patrina Keddell, a 3L, who had
signed with West as a representative,
complained at heing subjected to BarBri
new marketing attempts. She explained
that BarBri had made a list of all the
students in the law school who were signed
up with West and that they were aggres
sively attempting. Keddel_l also indicated
that given BarBri's current marketing
policy and prices she would not enroll
with it. She remained hopeful, however,
about the future possibility of taking a har
review course, saying that she recently
receiyed a letter from West stating that it
was investigating the possibility of offer
ing a live course for those who signed up
with it.
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EDITORIAL:

Awareness is Key
I knew exactly what I was going to
say and how I would write it. You see,
I had it all planned out. I knew what this
editorial wac; going to be about. Until a
few days ago I'd written it completely
out (not exactly on paper, but at least it
was swimming around somewhere in
my subconscious). And that was the
end of it. I would address the perils of
domestic violence.
And then it happened, by accident
actually, as I was leaving my apartment
I came to an abrupt stop. The CNN
story, about a thirteen-year-old girl who
committed suicide because her class
mates harassed her about being over
weight, seemed to rupture an artery
somewhere. I think I actually hecame
enraged, confused and sadden all at
once. Apparently the night she com
mitted suicide a group ofteenagers from
her junior high school threw stones at
her home. Of course, a few of the
teenagers involved were being held for
questions, but no one had been formally
charged with any crime. Violence, I
thought, just another cao;e of ill-human
nature at work. If we acCt!pt the premise
that violence is just human nature then
we accept the fact that violence is inevi
table. I, for one, can not accept that
graciously . I think !hat humans are
predators hy nature; tht!re is distinct
difference. At lea-;t a predatory nature
can be tempered.
Indulge me for a moment.
Domestic Violence Awareness
Month . Hmmn . Somehow there's some
thing fundamentally wrong with that.
Why does society need an awareness
month for domestic violence? Until a
few years ago (and perhaps even now)
domestic violence was almost a-; com
mon a-; picking up a newspaper . News

reports of women being beaten, stalked
and killed by a significant other seemed
ordinary. It appears pretty apparent that
perhaps humankind isn't quite as evolved
as it would like to believe.
Violence, whether it is violence be
tween two people who know each other or
whether it is between two strangers, is
wrong. Yet society seems to have be
come almost nonchalant about it. We
have become experts at categorizing our
violence. Perhaps a poignant example is
the JonBenet Ramsey case. For months,
the media has fiercely covered this story.
Americans have wept at this girl's tragic
death. Where is outrage and out pouring
of emotions for the Latina, Asian, black
or Native American child just as savagely
beaten or killed. Until will oppose vio
lence of every kind on every level it will
continue to be a pervasive force in Ameri
can society.

Applications for
summer Poland
internship now
being accepted

Dear Editor,
The Buffalo Moot Court Board in
vites students to serve as a clerk for this
year's Charles S . Desmond Memorial
Moot Court Competition to be held later
this month here at UB .
The clerking experience is both edu
cational and fun, and clerks are an essen
tial component of the competition. The
duties of a clerk include keeping time
during the oral argument rounds, tabu
lating the competitors' score, and assur
ing that the oral argument rounds are
round smoothly .
Perks include meeting attorneys and
judges from the Buffalo legal commu
nity, which is an excellent opportunity
for you to network. Moreover, this is the
perfect opportunity for those interested
in participating in Moot Court in gen
eral, and next year's Desmond in par
ticular, to see first hand, how the compe
tition works. You will be invited to the
Happy Hour held after the last prelimi
nary round!! ! Another opportunity to
network!!!

Clerks are needed for three nights
of competition.
Monday, October 27, 1997
Tuesday, October 28, 1997
Wednesday, October 29, 1997
Rounds are scheduled at 6 p.m. and
8 p.m . on the above dates. If you are
interested in being a clerk, please come
to the meeting on Tuesday, October 7,
1997 in Room 106 at 6 p.m. The meet
ing will be short. If you are unable to
attend the meeting but still want to clerk,
please leave a note for Jennifer Noah,
mailbox # 4 72. with your name, box
number, telephone number and a date
and time of the round for which you
would like to clerk. Thanks, and looking
forward to seeing you October 7•h_

Dear Editor,
Applications for IL-; and 2L-; are
requested for a summer internship in
Warsaw, Poland, at the Women's Rights
Center. Spend ten or more weeks work
ing with one of the most interesting ac
tivist women's rights legal centers in
Central Europe. Issues to be worked on
include domestic violence, sexual ha
rassment, reproductive freedom and
women's employment concerns in the
new market.
A demonstrated commitment to
women's rights is essential for this posi
tion. Knowledge of Polish is not re
quired. Partial funding is available. More
funds may be available depending on the
number of Polish Theatre and Art Post
ers sold at Talking Leaves Bookstores
and matching fund<; from BPILP.
Kristin Long (box #441), the 1996
summer intern in Poland and Erin Barclay
(box#304), the 1997 intern, will give two
informational presentations on their ex
periences at Women's Rights Center on
October 7 at 12:00 p.m. in room 106, and
October8at5:00p.m. in room 210. Both
Kristin and Erin can also be reached
through their mail boxes.
Please submit a resume and a state
ment explaining your interests in the
position and your qualifications to Pro
fessor Isabel Marcus in 615 O'Brian Hall.
Applications must be submitted by No
vember 12.
Sincerely,
Kristin Long

Sincerely,
Desmond Moot Court Board

Rochelle D. Jackson, Editor-in-Chief

The Opinion welcomes your submissions.
It matters. The Opinions you want to hear.

If you have an opinion on anything published in our newspaper or on any current
events topic that concerns the law school community, write to The Opinion.
Letters to the editor are best when written as a part of a dialogue and must not
be longer than two pages double-spaced. Perspectives are generally opinion articles
concerning topics of interest to the law school community and must not be longer than
four pages double-spaced.
All submissions are due the Wednesday before we publish in the hotbox outside
of the Opinion Office. Your submission must be typed, single-spaced, and submitted
on paper and on a computer disk (IBM-WordPerfect 5.1 format). Send your
submissions to The Opinion office, in the basement of O'Brian Hall, Room 7.
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For the Public Interest
BPILP Fellows excel at public interest jobs
For the Public Interest is a column
submitted by the Buffalo Public Interest
Law Program (BP/LP). It is designed to
educate the community of the many facets
of Public Interest Law.
The Buffalo Public Interest Law Pro
gram, better known as BPILP, provided
15 fellowships to VB Law students this
past summer, which resulted in a wide
array of rewarding public interest experi
ences at sites within the country and
around the world. This article is the first
in a two-part series describing the experi
ences of the Summer 1997 BPILP fel
lows.

Kinda
Serafi. Kinda
is currently
one of the di
rectors
of
BPILP. She
spent
her
summer at
Westchester/
Putnam Legal
Services in
White Plains,
NY. Kinda began her fellowship in the
Disability Unit, observing, researching,
and writing on administrative hearings,
as well as housing law issues. Later, she
assumed a va-;tly greater amount of work
at her site, taking on all the responsibili
ties of an ahse~t supervisor, having con
stant contact with clients and reorganiz
ing the Unit in preparation for the arrival
of a new attorney . She did all intake and
review work on potential cases, wrote

and filed for Appeals Council appellate
reviews, and also filed complaints and
motions . Kinda wa<; very excited that her
fellowship became so challenging and ful
filling.

Mindy
Marranca.
Mindy is also a
director
of
BPILP for this
academic year .
She worked for
the Unemploy
ment Action
Center in New
York City, a
clinic in which
5 law schools participate. UAC repre
sents unemployment insurance claimants
at administrative law hearings. Mindy
represented almost 40 claimants before
various Administrative Law Judges at the
Department of Labor, preparing clients,
conducting direct and cross-examinations,
and making closing statements, much like
a trial procedure. She also counseled 30
other claimants by phone when limited
staff rendered UAC unable to represent
them . Mindyworkedonappealsforclaim
ants, as well. She speaks very highly of
her experiences with UAC, extolling the
virtues of client contact and trial advo
cacy.
Susan Bjornholm. Susan is a
fundraising director for BPILP. Her fel
lowship wa<; in conjunction with Students
of Law for Animal Rights (SOLAR), of
which she is the director this year. Susan
worked with Citizens Environmental Coa-

lition,
a
grassroots orga
nization that is
focused
on
community is
sues such as
toxic
waste
sites, pollution
in Monroe and
Erie counties,
and other parts of the region. CEC works
with the EPA and DEC, as well as with
area citizens, to influence Congress and
other government organizations to clean
up hazardous wa<;te sites. Susan found
her fellowship very helpful in developing
her understanding of environmental law
and the dynamics of environmental de
bate among governmental bodies, organi
zations and the public.
Patrick Maher. Patrick worked for
Legal Aid Bureau of Buffalo, Inc. Through
a practice order he obtained from the
Appellate
Division, he
wa<; able to
truly repre
sent low-in
come prop
erty owners
for
the
Housing
Unit of the
Bureau. He
interviewed clients, negotiated utilities
payment plans with the City of Buffalo,
researched deeds and mortgages, and
counseled clients on many property mat• ters. Patrick prepared for,!J~ab by irm:s-

ligating cases, researching relevant law,
serving subpoenas, interviewing witnesses
and preparing witness questions. He feels
the most rewarding experiences of the job
were the extensive client contact and the
research and writing opportunities.
Lourdes Ventura. Lourdes trav
eled to South
Africa this
summer to
work with the
Legal
Re
sources Cen
tre in Cape
Town. Her
activities in
cluded a very
full schedule
of researching and writing, visiting the
South African library, attending hearings
of Parliament and the Truth and Recon
ciliation Commission, visiting townships
and squatter camps, speaking with Minis
ter Special Advisors, attending lectures at
the University of Cape Town and the
University of Western Cape, and attend
ing union meetings. Lourdes also ab
sorbed some of the local culture by ac
companying South African friends on
excursions to see the sites, including a trip
to Egypt.
Beata Banas. Beata worked with
Legal Services for the Elderly , Disabled
or Disadvantaged of Western New York .
This agency covers 4 counties as well as
the Seneca Nation. Beatas worked in the
agency ' s Housing Unit, negotiating for

See BP/LP Fellows page 4

The Early Bird Catches The Worm

■

And A $200 Savings!
When you register for Pieper Bar Review before
November 1, 1997, we will automatically give you a $200 Early Bird
Discount off our $1795.00 tuition.

Remember, the deadline is
November 1, 1997.

Call 1-800-635-6569 or see your Pieper Representative.
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The Anarchist

'

· Colu~ni$t ·
'

America's number one terrorist organization
A friend of mine once told me that we
should "fight organized crime - abolish
the IRS." I always thought that the quote
had a nice ring to it -- it said so much in so
little space (though I don't know the origi
nal source of the quote). The funny thing
about my friend, is that he wasn't exactly
what one would consider an "anti-govern
ment" type of person. He just truly de
spised the Internal Revenue Service.
On the news, Americans are finally
getting a wide-scale lesson in just the sort
of tactics that everybody's favorite tax
collection agency is up to. Many victims
of tax zealously testified about the diffi
culties that they have had to go through in
dealing with this agency. Threats - threats
of having their wages attached, their homes
and property seized (a nice word in this
case for stolen), and their lives destroyed.
The victims involved ranged from an av
erage business woman to a religious fig
ure.
On CNN's TV show Burden Of Proof,
a former IRS Commissioner wa<; a guest,
and he wa<; extremely eager to point out
that these were obviously isolated cases,
and we couldn't make judgements ba<;ed
on them. But is this true'! The hearings on
Capitol Hill also had a number of the
IRS's own agents on. They talked about
wide spread corruption and a system that
specifically targeted the poor and the lower
middle class (that is, the workers!). Why
did the IRS do this'! Its obvious, they said
-- the poor can't defend themselves against
a limitless bureaucracy when it puts all of

its weight against you. Its an amazing
case of abuse to the extreme. The IRS's
agents knew that the poor would be filled
with fear and panic and be quick to settle
and make a deal to avoid audits by the IRS
-- This is the ultimate incarnation of bu
reaucratic money-terrorists.
CUSTOMER SERVICE?
While watching CNN today, the news
wa<; interrupted so that the acting com
missioner of the Internal Revenue Ser
vice, and the Treasury Secretary Rubin
could share with us that they have re
formed themselves.
In a frightening display, they kept
referring to us as customers, as if they
were some kind of fa<;t food outlet ("umm,
yes - I would like one 1040, one Schedule
A exemptions form, and a small coke. To
go...oh ...one third of my salary'! Ok."). If
this really was a service organization, its
likely they'd go out of business.
Still, they want to win back our trust,
and perhaps I should listen to what they
are offering to customers like myself.
They promise that they will now be more
sensitive to our need<;. They are going to
stop keeping track of statistics by district
for comparison purposes, and they said
that quotas would be eliminated (haven't
they denied the quota system all these
years'! Notveryhonest...). Thisallsounds
good, but the root of the system is so much
deeper than this, that these reforms (a<;
sumingthey actually happen)will do noth
ing.

~

WHY REFORM FAILS
One of the greatest problems in the
IRS is its enforcement abilities. We are
talking about an enforcement organiza
tion which compares unfavorably with
some of the most notorious ones. The
IRS has a legion of. tens of thousands
employees. They have the power to
know private stuff about you that you
quite possibly would not have to reveal in
a court of law .(under fifth amendment
protection -- it is interesting that there is
no way around this with the income tax).
The worst part of the IRS's legal
powers, however, comes from Title 26,
Chapter 64, Subchapter D. This is the
section of the Internal Revenue Code
called "Seizure of Property For Collec
tion of Taxes." The great sin in this part
is that it seems to give the IRS the ability
to seize your property and make forcible
payments -- without having to go to court
to prove a thing! "If any person liable to
pay any tax neglects or refuses to pay the
same within 10 days after notice and
demand, it shall he lawful for the Secre
tary to collect such tax ...by levy upon all
property..." 26 USC§ 6331. You want
to fight the levy of your property'! You
have to take them to court (could you
imagine if you were picked up for mur
der, and then thrown into prison, and it
was up to you to take the police and state
to court to prove your Jack of guilt or the
wrongfulness of the arrest?!).
All this, and we haven't even gotten
into the problems with the income tax

itself -- something that could require an
Opinion about 50 pages long.
CONCLUSION
With the IRS reported to have spurred
a fair number of suicides (for example,
Irwin Schiff, in his hook The Federal
Mafia documented 3 ca<;es of suicide Jack and Wanda Biggers, who killed them
selves after the IRS seized their home, and
Everett Lasher who killed himself after
being fined $5000 for raising 'frivolous·
arguments before the court), and the wide
range of disenchantment with the agency,
its time we took a good look at the IRS,
and its obsolete status in a peaceful state.
No agency should have the power to
arbitrarily destroy peoples lives. No
agency should he in the position to decide
for themselves (in violation of due pro
cess) to seize people's livelihood<;. And
an agency with all this power definitely
shouldn't have to wait decades and, de
cades into its existence for a thorough
overlook.
l think my friend had a strong point
when he compared the Internal Revenue
Service to the mafia. Its time action be
taken against this rogue agency. I have an
idea -- Since the Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations (RICO) act covers
extortion, robbery, etc., perhaps we can
apply this had Jaw to the IRS, and the IRS
can have their property seized, and learn a
lesson in what many Americans have to go
through.
That would be poetic justice.

BPILP fellows cont'd from page 3
clients, counseling them, and dealing
with issues of eviction, rent control, and
health code violations. She had close
contact with clients and appeared in City
Court for ca<;es of City or County code
violations. Her experience was so re
warding that she decided to volunteer at
Legal Services now that her fellowship is
complete.
Erin Barclay. Erin used her co-op
fellowship, in conjunction with Circles,
to work at the Women's Rights Center in
Warsaw, Poland in a program developed
and arranged hy UB Law Professor Isabel
Marcus. This service provides legal
representation to battered women un
able to afford a private attorney. During
a time of great change and legal develop
ments in Poland, Erin drafted a domestic
violence law, helped translate a report
discussing the legal status of women
under various Polish codes, updated the
organization ·s library hy contacting agen
cies and organizations in the U.S. Erin
strongly recommend-; this experience to
others.
Chris
Decker.
Chris had a co
op fellowship
with the Buf
falo Human
Rights Law
Review. He
worked in Tur
key at the
Foundation for
Social .Juris
prudence Research (TOHA V). TOHA V
houses a torturn rehabilitation center,
for which Chris obtained a video camera
to better document violent human rights

abuses. He also had extensive contact
and information exchanges with other
non-governmental organizations and clin
ics in order to aid efforts in torture reha
bilitation method<; and other legal issues.
Chris also raised $800 worth of periodi
cals
and
journals for
theTOHAV
that would
otherwise be
unavailable
in Turkey.
Next
week, more
exciting re
ports
of
1997 BPI LP summer fellows, including:
Brenda Torres, Kate Yerge, Theresa
Cusimano, Jay Ovsiovitch, Adam Small,
Arthur Wemegah, Mike Newmark, and
Radhika Iyer.
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Columnist

The fears ofan unabused woman·
When Rochelle told me that this
week's Opinion would he a special issue
ahout domestic violence, I thought,
"Good. Something I feel strongly about.
That should make a good column." But as
I thought more ahout it, the prospect of
writing a column on this subject hecame
more difficult.
Everyone knows that
domestic violence exists. At lea-;t I hope
everyone in my audience does. Statistics
and stories are for the news department,
which I am no longer a part of, to handJe.
So what does that leave me with?
That leaves me with some questions.
My main question is "Why does it hap
pen?" I know all ahout the cycle of
violence, and that makes sense to me. But
my question goes to the very heart of the
matter. Why does the cycle begin in the
first place? Why does anyone think that
it's acceptable to abuse a partner? Why
does anyone resign themselves to heing
abused?
Plea<;e do not think I am in any way
blaming the victim in that last sentence.
Nothing could he farther from the truth.
I'm asking that question in more psycho
logical terms -- Why do people accept
that it will happen, not why do they let it
happen. What makes an ahused person's
self-esteem so low that they accept the
abuse?
A friend of mine was abused hy a
"boyfriend" (areal hoyfriend would never
abuse his girlfriend) many years hefore I
met her. It wa<; a lo~g tim~ ~efo~e ~he
•
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ever told me about the ahuse. When she
finally did, I almost found it hard to
believe that this smart, strong woman
was once a victim. But then I hegan to put
the pieces together. She hadn't had a
really serious boyfriend in a long time.
The men she dated were all wrong for her.
It was like she didn't believe that she was
good enough to be with someone who
really cared about her. Almost ten years
later, the abuse was still having a pro
found effect on her relationships. It took
a long time for her to find someone who
was caring enough to hreak through the
shell she had created for herself. Now
she is happy, and will hopefully be get
ting engaged soon.
I almost wish I had known her be
fore the ahuse started. I want to know
what she was like before. Was she a
whole lot different than the person I know
now? The logical answer would seem to
he yes, since it has been such a long time.
I want to know why it happened to her -
someone who doesn't seem like it would
ever happen to her. Why was she a
victim?
I suppose I don• t ask these questions
for her sake. They're really for my sake.
I think every woman lives with a certain
amount of concern that she may one day
become involved in an abusive relation
ship. We've all heard the stories about
how the man never laid a finger on his
wife until months after they were mar
ried. We wonder if maybe this could be
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us someday. We try to he careful, but one
never knows.
What makes this concern more real
is that we all know someone who has been
a victim. And she·s just like we are. She
could be our friend, our neighbor, the
woman who sits next to us in class, our
cousin, or our mother. Our sameness
makes us wonder if it could be us some
day.
We all know women who are the
victims of psychological abuse, too. The
woman whose husband won't let her write
a check without permission, or the teen
age girl whose boyfriend gets really jeal
ous and angry if she talks to other boys.
We know these women, and we wonder if
our boyfriend or husband could be like
that, too.
What's even more scary, we wonder
if we would have the strength to get out.
We know the statistics: a woman tries to
leave the abusive situation something like
twelve times before she actually gets out.
We say that we wouldn't take twelve tries
to get out. One hit, and I'm gone, we say.
But could we really?
And of course, we at least know
about the woman who didn't get out, if we
don't know her personally. And it scares
us. A lot.
None of this answers my original
question. Or mayhe it does. There's
nothing special about abuse victims.
They're ordinary women, like the rest of
us. Nothing in their psyches is different~

from any of the rest of us. We know that
abuse ruins self-esteem and makes it
possible for more abuse to occur. Vic
tims start out like the rest of us, .and the
ahuse changes them. It changes them in
ways we cannot even begin to fathom.
There's really no "point" or "mes
sage" in this column. If you're being
abused, please get help. If you know
someone who is being abused, plea<;e
help her. And if you are the abuser, get
help. There are plenty of agencies out
there specifically created to help people
in these situations. Use them, before it's
too late.

You are invited to attend a public presentation
in the Baldy Center '97 Visiting Scholar Series
entitled
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Black
blue bruises. Non~
' stop.mental and verbal abuse over a long
period spanning years even decades.
· Sometimes th.e end result is death. Al-
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CRITICAL RACE
FEMINISM
with

Professor Adrien Wing
University of Iowa College of Law

Professor Wang will diJcuss global and domestic perspectives
ofcritical race feminism from her new book Critical Race
Feminism (1996) published by New York University Presa.
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no longer convey any sense of re,ln'ess /
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word;; and pictures; The only way for me
gain any real sens~ . of depth on this
subject is to talk to sojneone who was on
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Domestic Violence Special
October is National Domestic Violence Awareness Month. This week's Opinion is designed to inform and
educate our readers. Below are various articles and facts covering domestic violence issues.

The Cycle ofAbuse
Violence in relationships follows a
fairly predictable pattern known as the
Cycle of Abuse. This consists of three
phases.
PHASE ONE: Tension Building
During this phase, batterers become
frustrated and irritable due to mounting
stress. In early stages of abuse, this may
la<;t over an extended period of time. A,;
the abuse escalates, this period may be
come shorter before triggering an abusive
act. Tension is never an excuse for batter
ing and it must be pointed out that there
are healthy outlets for tension. The abu
sive person, however, chooses violence
a" a means of relieving stress.
During this phase, the victim may
anticipate the impending abuse. If this has
happened before, they may try to avoid
the abuse by appearing compliant. The
victim may also attempt to provoke the
violence as a means of gaining some frag
ment of control over an "out of control"
situation .
PHASE TWO: Abusive Incident
ln this phase of the cycle, the battt!rer
expresses rage and loses control. This can
manifest in any of three forms of abuse :
physical, emotional, or sexual. The abuse
can remain in any of these categories or
begin on an emotional level and escalate
mto either remaining category.
The victim is usually helpless in th.is
phase and the abuse can only be stopped
by the batterer. Both victim and abuser
usually minimize the severity of the inci-

dent or engage in denial.
PHASE THREE: Calmness and
Contrite Behavior (Honeymoon)
This phase is characterized by the
spirit of forgiveness and both partners'
belief that they can move on together. The
abuser apologizes profusely for abusive
behavior and often sincerely believes that
abuse will not occur again. The victim
wants to believe th.is is true and is inclined
to focus on the "good times", not realizing
that this phase is part of the abuse. Be
cause the victim craves this loving behav
ior, this is a particularly dangerous part of
the cycle. Victim A often cites this phase
of the cycle as a contributing factor in
their reluctance to leave the relationship.
Eventually the good times start to dimin
ish as the tensions of daily life begin and
the cycle perpetuates.
This cycle continues and escalates
until something changes to break the cycle.
The only real solution is to end the rela
tionship before something tragic happens.
Even when both parties separate, it is
important for both to seek counseling.
Counseling will help them handle the is
sues that helped perpetuate abuse in the
relationship. There are often issues of low
self-esteem, pa<;t violence, sexual abuse,
or drug or alcohol dependency that need
to be addressed. If victims and batterers
leave the relationship and neglect to re
ceive counseling, there i a strong chance
that they may repeat the cycle of violence
in subsequent relationships .

Domestic Violence in the United States
· Almost four million American women were physically abused by
their husbands or boyfriends in the last year alone.
· A woman is physically abused every nine seconds in this country.
· Two-thirds of attacks on women are committed by someone the
victim knows - often a husband or boyfriend.
· Women are more often victims of domestic violence than victims
of burglary, muggings, or other physical crimes combined.
· More than one in three Americans have witnessed an incident of
domestic violence, according to a nationwide survey released by the
Family Violence Prevention Fund (FUND) last year. Nearly nine out of
ten Americans say that women being beaten is a serious problem facing
many families - and concern cuts across race, gender and age lines.
According to the same survey, 81 % of Americans believe something can
be done to reduce domestic violence in this country.
· A recent poll of 500 American women conducted for the FUND
found that an overwhelming majority of women (88 %) believe that
policymakers should develop initiatives addressing domestic vi_olence
in order to reduce the overall level of violence in America. Ninety-two
percent of women also say cops walking a neighborhood beat would
help, and 89 percent support creating jobs in urban communities-but
only 50 % support building more jails.
· 42% ofmurdered women are killed by their intimate male partners.
·A Philadelphia study found that 20% of women presenting with
injuries at emergency rooms were victims of domestic violence.
· In 1992, the Senate Judiciary Committee reported that 1 in 5 of all
aggravated assaults reported to the police were aggravated assaults in the
home.
·There existthree times more animal shelters than battered women's
shelters in t~e, Uniteq_States. , .
~
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Some interesting statistics on teens
These statistics wen: drawn from
a survey done in the Sacramento Cali
fornia School District in 1982-83.
256 students participated in the
study, 135 girls and 121 boys. 90%
were High School Juniors and Seniors.

Sociological Breakdown
Whites comprised of 65% ofthose
who took the survey while blacks, A'iians
and other were 35%. Of those answer
ing the survey 44.5% were from middle
cla-;s families with incomes of$20,000
to $35,000. Ninety-four percent were
average or better than average students
and 64% came from two-parent homes .
Experience with violence
Eleven point one percent of teen
aged girls surveyed admitted that they
had been the victims ofabuse and 10. 7%
ofteenaged boys admitted to being the
victims of of abuse.
The survey found that 11. 9% of
teenaged females were perpetrators of
abuse while 7.4% to 35.5% teenaged
males were perpetrators of abuse at the
time.
The survey also found that 17.8%
of teenaged femaks who responded
that they had heen both the victim and
perpetrator girls compared to 11.6%
for teenaged males
Sixty-four point five percent (with
no gender hreakdown) answered that
they had no experience with abuse.
Effects of ,·iolence on Relationships
I 30% nfthe victims and 37°r, of
the perpetrators responded that \'in-

lence had no effect on the relationship .
2. 33% of the victims and 26% of
the perpetrators stated that violence
hurt their relationships.
3. 21 % of the victims and 17% of
the perpetrators stated that violence
had improved their relationships.
4. 12% of the victims and 14% of
the perpetrators stated that violence
ended their relationships.

Effects of family violence on
relationships
Fifty-one percent of students who
witnessed spousal violence had been
involved in abusive relationships. Forty
seven percent of students who were
abused a,; children had been in a dating
relationship where violence occurred.
Fifty percent of the students who
had never experienced violence had
known of another student who had ex
perienced it. Use of alcohol was as. oci
ated with violence approximately forty
percent of the time.
The following statistics were
drawn from a survey in a midwestern
senior high school in the fall of 1983.
The instrument used was the Conflict
Tactics Scale (Strauss 1979). Partici
pants ranged in age from 15-20 years
with the majority (84%) aged 16-19.
The sample consisted of 53% female
and 44% male respondents, 3% did not
indicate sex.
The study yielded the following
points :
1. Females were more likely to
experience\ iolence (65%) than males

(35%).
2. 71 % experienced violence in
only one relationship.
3. Violence was more likely to oc
cur in relationships which were short
lived (i.e.; less than six months in dura
tion) (35%) than those lasting over two
years (6%).
4. Adolescents attributed the initia
tion of the violent incident to the dating
partner (47%) than to themselves (18% ).
5. The most common causes of
violence were a) jealousy (47%), b) al
cohol (35%), c) friends (35%), d) sexual
denial (23%). e) drugs (23%).
6. Violence was interpreted as a)
acts of anger ( 47%), b) confusion (47% ),
c) love (35%), d) sadness (12%), e) hate
(6%) .
7. Places where violence occurred
were homes (71 %), vehicles (59%) and
school (35%).
8. Adolescents found it easy to end
a violent relationship (58%) and find
new dating partners (70%).

Ifyou or someone you
know is being abused,
seek help. Contact the
New York State Domestic
Violence Hotline. To
speak with an operator in
English, dial J-800-9426906 or to speak with an
operator in Spanish, dial
1-800-942-6908.

Domestic Violence
Task Force
welcomes new
members
The Domestic Violence Task
Force is a student-run organiza
tion that operates not only to
assist victims of domestic vio
lence, but to further awareness of
the prevalence of domestic vio
lence as a whole. Through the
organization's Niagara County
Family Court Resource Project,
students have the opportunity to
assist victims of domestic vio
lence in obtaining temporary and
permanent orders of protection.
Members in conjunction
with the Lockport YWCA, speak
out against family violence in
area schools. New members are
encouraged to assist in the
clothesline project, the needs
drive, the purple-ribbon cam
paign, information distribution,
brown bag lunch series, etc. Stu
dents interested in the organiza
tion should stop by 604 O'Brian
Hall and speak with a member of
the Task Force.

Violence as learned behavior:
Defining roles in relationships
There is a difference between what
society expects of women and what soci
ety expects of men . These differences
make it more likely for men to be the ones
who victimize others. The characteristics
and behaviors that society expect of
women make it more likely for women to
he the victims. There is a great deal of
pressure on young men and women to
behave in these ways. However, when
people play masculine and feminine roles,
they are not communicating directly as
two people. They are, in fact, playing
roles or parts and possibly not even acting
at all like themselves.
Children's first experiences with sex
role identities come from their own fami
lies. Some family roles may he catego
rized in this way:
Mother: cooks, cleans, shops, takes
care of children, comforts family mem
bers, works;
Father: works to support family, dis
ciplines children, makes decisions, does
repair work on auto and home;
Child: attends school, does house
hold chores, obeys elders.
If children grow up with these role
expectations they may learn tht:m through
adulthood not rt:alizing the unequal dis
tribution of power inht:rt:nt in thest: rela
tionships. Obviously, not all familit:s art:
structurt:d in this way, hut childrt:n often
will idt:ntify with the roles prest:ntt:d to
them.
In wt:stern socit:ty, many childrt:n's
sex role expectations are ha<;ed on fairy
tales told to tht:m. If we examine the
messages communicated to childrt:n
through these fairy tales, we might have a
greater understanding of why domination
and victimization seem to he acceptable
traits for men and women. In most eases,
good women in fairy tales are portrayed
as pa-.sive victims who are rescued or
saved hy princt:s who spirit them away to
live happily ever aftt:r. Men on the other
hand, are active, brave warriors who own
the women and become responsible for
tht:m. In other stories, men are kind and
just widowers and women are stepmoth
ers who are evil and jealous vixens who
pl0t the abuse and deaths of their step
children.
These role expectations support the
notion that women are expected to he
passive and accept abusive behavior from
men in exchange for having their basic
need<; (food, clothing, shelter) met.

Why do women
stay?
Some of tht: reasons why a woman
might stay include:
FEAR.A woman attempting to leave
an abusive partner is at a much greater
risk for a severt: heating, since this is what
the ahusivt: man most dread-.. He often
threatens her hy telling her that if she
leaves he will find her and kill or hurt her;
or hurt, kill or kidnap the children. Also at
risk are her other family mt:mhers and
friend-.. In the words of a victim, " The
only rt:ason I stayed was fear. Even if you
movt: into-an apartment, a man can knock
a door down in two minutes. I have set:n
it done. Before tht: police arrivt:, a woman
can he dead. That's the fear of leaving
somebody."
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ISOLATION. Another typical
theme is isolation. It may begin as a
simple criticism of a victim's friend-./
relativt:s and escalate to the point where
the assailant forbids any contact with
this support network . Tht: victim may
not know wht:re to turn for emotional ,
financial or legal support. In addition
the system that offers these resources
often re-victimizes the woman hy blam
ing her or demonstrating insensitivity to
her plight.
SOCIAL SUPPORT. Social pre.-.
sures to he married and rely on your
mate for social support often help women
to overlook the abusive nature of their
partner. Still women are held respon
sible for holding the relationship to
gt:ther. For religious women there is the
added burden of religious abuse. Reli
gious beliefs and statements are some
times misused and can force a battered
woman to choose her safety or her salva
tion.
ECONOMICS. Many battered
women are economically dependent on
their spouses. Many women face con
sidt:rable economic hardship in being
the sole support for their families. They
may have few or outdated job skills and
little relevant t:xperience. Working ca
reer women often depend on joint fam
ily resources to maintain a dt:cent living
condition. Tht:rt: is still a considerable
wage gap between the money earned by
men and women for the same work,
making supporting a family very diffi
cult for women. A battered woman in
terviewed at a New York shelter summed
it up well: "We stay because the only
housing available to me and my kids is
not a ranch in the suburbs, but a rat and
roach infested ghetto apartment for $20
less than my DSS check."
The real question in dealing with
domestic violence should be "Why does
he heat her?" and not "Why does she
stay'? It is important for us to try and
empathize with women understanding
that there are some very compelling rea
sons that make it difficult for women
with abusive partners to leave. Never
forget that domestic violence is a crime
and that all women are vulnerable to
batters. It does not matter whether they
have low or high self-esteem.

Are there any
signs ofan
abusive man?
Men who hatter come from all so
cioeconomic backgrounds, races, reli
gions and walks of life. Batterers repre
sent all different personalities, family
backgrounds and professions. In sum,
there is no "typical batterer." The ma
jority of batterers are only violent with
their wives or partners. Although there
is no personality profile of the abuser,
there are some behaviors that are com
mon among men who batter. These in
clude:
Denying the existence or minimiz
ing the seriousness of violence and its
effects on the victim and the family.
* Showing extreme jealously and

possessiveness which lead,; to isolation
of the victim from other family mem
bers and friends .
* Refusing to take responsibility
for the abuse hy blaming it on loss of
control due to the effects of alcohol or
drugs, frustration, stress or the victims
behavior.
* Holding rigid, traditional views
of sex roles and parenting or negative
attitudes toward'i women in general.
Why do men batter? Tot: most
important thing to remember about bat
tering is that it is a learned behavior.
Men chose to batter their partners be
cause the choice is there to make and
because often there are no consequences
for that choice. Men who batter are not
mentally ill. They are, in the words of a
survivor, "expressing their masculinity
in a way that is acceptable to many
people." Battering is an expression of
the belief in male dominance over
women. Men use physical, sexual and
emotional abuse to maintain power and
control over their partners. (see attached
power and control wheel)
Many men learn to batter from
growing up in an abusive home. Coun
cils on family violence estimate that
60% of men who batter grew up in
homes where violence was the norm, or
where they witnessed their mothers be
ing abused. Some were abused them
selves as children. In this way home
grown violence passes from generation
to generation'in a downward cycle.
Because battering is a learned be
havior, it can be unlearned. Programs
designed specifically for batterers and
not traditional marital or couples
therapy, is the preferred counseling
method. These programs are of limited
success however. The batterer must truly
want to change and must learn to live
with and control his violent tendencies.
Society as a whole must examine how
the messages we feed our children about
masculinity and femininity along with
the glorification of violence as a means
to solve problems perpetuates this abuse.
As the author of the Battered Women's
Survival Guidestates, Millions ofAmeri
can women and men are living in a war
zone. We can all do better.

How to identify
someone who is
being abused
At intake interviews mental
health pracitioners routinely ask
questions about domestic vio
lence> but any of the following
might indicate battering:
· Repeated injuries or inju
ries that are difficult to account
for as accidental. Many women
are beaten while they are preg
nant.
· Visits to health care facili
ties forvaguecomplaintsor acute
anxiety with no reporteq inju
ries. Instances when the victim
recieves psychiatric hospi
talizations for anxiety or depres
sion.
· Strokes in young women,
often caused by blows to the
head ord;i~agetothe neck arter
ies due strahgtilation.
· Isolation of the woman no access to money, totbe car or
other forms of transportation to
family or friends, fo jobs or
school.
· Woman's referring frequently to her part11er' s t'anger;'
or ''temper/• ·•· . · ·.
.. .
\ )· :. Fears ◊f being •harnfod or
•· ~arming partner. .
.·. · ·•·• . .Terror or reluctance on the
'.parf of the woman to speak to
those in authority because of re
prisals from the abuser. .
· Protecting the ass~ilant
from those in authority.
.

to

• ·

... ... ..

.
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:!tt~i!;;;r
Need legal
advice regarding
domestic
violence issues
contact Erie
County District
Attorney's
Domestic
Violence Assault
Bureau at (716)
849-7464.

· •· .against the woman.
· The assailant's sexual or
physical abuse of the children.
· The abuser's attempts or
threats to psychiatrically hospi
talize the woman and convince
.· · YP~ of~~r)nsani~y... . . . .
•···••t \ . Puhlicdo.cilityandrespect.ability and private aggression by
the batterer.

◄
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Woman-to-Man and queer domestic violence;
assumptions and awareness
with a single swipe of his hand. I
remember his rejection of my explana
tion, saying that he was "strong enough"
to take it. This went on for a few
months; eventually, he cuffed her up
the side of the head, and they both
ended up before authorities, where he
was the one who took the heat.
I remember hearing how a female
acquaintance of mine would cry when
her girlfriend would hit her, curse her,
and degrade her. Their fights were over
intimate matter, fraught with societal
taboos . In one of the fights, the aggres
sor forced her girlfriend to get her clito
ris pierced. No one wanted to take this
matter seriously, or admit what was
going on. First, because they were
"embarrassed" by the nature and con
tent of the altercations. A lot of jokes
about "cats fights" and such were made.
But fundamental! y, I think heads turned
the other way because acknowledging
the problem would mean that domestic
abuse was far more widespread than
anyone wanted to admit--notjust a phe
nomenon that took place within the
heterosexual marriage, hut a potential
problem for any intimate relationship.
Of course, for some people,__this
meant admitting there were homosexu
als running around the earth, which was
struggle enough. And fo~ homosexuals
not completely reconciled to their sexu-·
ality, uncomfortable "in a censorious
world, it made going for help, usually to
a stranger, doubly hard. Life on· the
receiving end of an abusive relationship

by SA.Cole, News Editor

r

Ask the newly-enlightened aver
age American about domestic violence,
and you will usually get an amalgam of
TV-spawned propaganda that runs sorta
like this: "Uh. Well, that's wrong. You
shouldn't beat up on girls. It's, uh, the
menstrual cycle of violence, right? Bad
scene. Uh. Violence: don't play that
game. Go Bills." Well, at least their
hearts and beer cans are in the right
place. We're getting somewhere.
But not everywhere. Because that
person will rarely swig their brew, and
remark, "You know, there is no "aver
age" victim of domestic violence. It can
happen to anyone. The largest man can
be a victim, while the smallest woman
can be the perpetrator. We have to work
carefully so that outreach efforts and
intervention groups are prepared to aid
and advocate for any victim-survivor,
not just the stereotypical battered wife."
Since leaving the nest seven years
ago and starting out on my own, I have
seen too much domestic abuse. Of
course, seeing even one instance of do
mestic abuse would be too much, but the
course of my exposure did not stop with
one; I have seen men beat on women,
women heat on men, women heat on
women, and men heat on men ... you do
the permutations if I've left anyone out.
I remember explaining to a 250 lb.
man that no, it was not acceptable for his
130 lb girlfriend to slash at his chest with
a broken bottle, even if he could stop her

is lonely and humiliating enough; life on
the receiving end of an abusive relation
ship that many find unnatural and amoral
is all the more alienating.
But this violence exists, and it ex
ists in every possible domestic environ
ment. To stop it, our efforts much reach
those environments. This calls for tol
erance, thoughtfulness, and, above all,
neutrality. Assumptions alienate, and
alienation feeds domestic abuse.
Societal issues beyond the histori
cal subjugation of women become more
salient as our perspective on domestic
violence widens. Issues of masculinity
are challenged as men who countenance
abuse in the name of machismo become
caught in the cycle. The preconception
of women as supportive, loving partners
is blasted away when their partner be
gins "walking into doors" and "falling
down stairs." The paternalistic notion
that we must "save women" from "the
violence of men" disappears, making us
realize that it is not women who need to
be saved, but rather the building blocks
of our humanity.
The first man I knew to admit to
having been beaten by his boyfriend
summed it up for me. I wa'i talking to
him one day, a month after he had ex
tracted himself from the relationship,
and many months after he had gotten his
first blow from Ins partner. ·"Yeah, I got
rid of him," he said ruefully, rubbing his
cheek. "Nobody has to take that."
Nobody.
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So you know your friend

1s

an abuser. Do you ignore

.

It

or brmg n up? lgnonng

1t 1s

easy. Bnngmg n up

1s

awkward.

You could lo~ a friend. But maybt bringing at up 1s the only way to re.ally bt a friend. Te.Llmg him you know, rellmg

him it's wrong, rcUmg him it's a punuh.able cnmc, could be domg him .a big favor. Maybe he needs someone

to

talk

to.

Maybe. he needs someone to say, .. No , n's not OK." But more important rhan h,s feelings. his wife's well-being, her

vuy life may be m your hands. We can

g1vt

you somt mformauon that ma)' help. Call us at 1-800-END ABUSE

for Domucic Violence.
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